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Skeletal tissues are built and shaped through complex, interacting active and passive processes. These
spatial and temporal variabilities make interpreting growth mechanisms from morphology difficult, par-
ticularly in bone, where the remodeling process erases and rewrites local structural records of growth
throughout life. In contrast to the majority of bony vertebrates, the elasmobranch fishes (sharks, rays,
and their relatives) have skeletons made of cartilage, reinforced by an outer layer of mineralized tiles
(tesserae), which are believed to grow only by deposition, without remodeling. We exploit this structural
permanence, performing the first fine-scale correlation of structure and material properties in an elasmo-
branch skeleton. Our characterization across an age series of stingray tesserae allows unique insight into
the growth processes and mechanical influences shaping the skeleton. Correlated quantitative backscat-
tered electron imaging (qBEI) and nanoindentation measurements show a positive relationship between
mineral density and tissue stiffness/hardness. Although tessellated cartilage as a whole (tesserae plus
unmineralized cartilage) is considerably less dense than bone, we demonstrate that tesserae have excep-
tional local material properties, exceeding those of (mammal) bone and calcified cartilage. We show that
the finescale ultrastructures recently described in tesserae have characteristic material properties sug-
gesting distinct mechanical roles and that regions of high mineral density/stiffness in tesserae are con-
fined predominantly to regions expected to bear high loads. In particular, tesseral spokes (laminated
structures flanking joints) exhibit particularly high mineral densities and tissue material properties, more
akin to teeth than bone or calcified cartilage. We conclude that these spokes toughen tesserae and rein-
force points of contact between them. These toughening and reinforcing functions are supported by finite
element simulations incorporating our material data. The high stresses predicted for spokes, and evi-
dence we provide that new spoke laminae are deposited according to their local mechanical environ-
ment, suggest tessellated cartilage is both mutable and responsive, despite lacking remodeling capability.

Statement of Significance

The study of vertebrate skeletal materials is heavily biased toward mammal bone, despite evidence that
bone and cartilage are extremely diverse. We broaden the perspective on vertebrate skeleton materials
and evolution in an investigation of stingray tessellated cartilage, a curious type of unmineralized carti-
lage with a shell of mineralized tiles (tesserae). Combining high-resolution imaging and material testing,
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we demonstrate that tesserae have impressive local material properties for a vertebrate skeletal tissue,
arguing for unique tissue organization relative to mammalian calcified cartilage and bone.
Incorporating our materials data into mechanical models, we show that finescale material arrangements
allow this cartilage to act as a functional and responsive alternative to bone, despite lacking bone’s ability
to remodel. These results are relevant to a diversity of researchers, from skeletal, developmental, and evo-
lutionary biologists, to materials scientists interested in high-performance, low-density composites.

� 2019 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Many hard biological tissues are constructed from self-similar,
repeating building blocks, such as scales, plates, or other geometric
units. The hierarchical organizations of these building blocks in
natural mineralized tissues make them particularly amenable to
modeling investigations aimed at characterizing the effects of
structure on emergent mechanics at larger scales. However,
despite biological materials being composites and therefore intrin-
sically heterogeneous at all hierarchical levels [1–3], computa-
tional mechanical models simulating the mechanical behaviour
of biological materials often assume uniform and isotropic proper-
ties of the constituent building blocks (e.g. [4–7]). As a result, the
roles of ‘‘within-building block” structural and mechanical hetero-
geneities in tissue-level mechanics are often unaddressed,
although they may have profound influence on tissue failure prop-
erties [8].

The skeletons of elasmobranch fishes (sharks, rays, and their
relatives) exhibit a distinct structural tiling, where the uncalcified
core of the skeleton is covered in a crust of discrete mineralized
tiles called tesserae, typically hundreds of microns wide and thick
(Fig. 1). Recent work has shown that individual tesserae are not
homogeneous tiles, but rather exhibit complex, three-
dimensional patterns of mineral density variation, with implica-
tions for both growth pathways and mechanical behavior [9,11].
The concentric Liesegang line banding in tesserae (Fig. 1F), for
instance, likely represents successive mineral accretion events
responsible for widening and thickening tesserae as animals grow
[9,12]. As animals age and tesserae grow wider and come into con-
tact, hypermineralized ‘spokes’ form (Fig. 1E–H). Spokes are acellu-
lar, lamellated structures extending from the center region of
tesserae to their margins, likely to structurally reinforce the con-
tact points between adjacent tesserae [9]. In contrast, the ‘inter-
spoke’ regions intervening between spokes and not associated
with joints, are rich with cells (housed in lacunar spaces) and have
lower mineral density (Fig. 1E, G). The association of spokes with
intertesseral joints, their convergence on the center of tesserae,
and the oscillation of their mineral density from lamina to lamina
suggest spokes exhibit finescale anisotropic mechanical behavior.
Furthermore, in older animals, some of the cell spaces (lacunae)
that house chondrocytes in centers of tesserae become ‘mi-
cropetrotic’ (filled with a material of high mineral density;
Fig. 1H). Yet it is unclear whether this is a cause or effect of the
death of the associated chondrocytes and whether this has
mechanical implications for stress distributions in tesserae [9,11].
As tesserae are thought to be incapable of repair or removal of
mineralized tissue [9,10,13–15], these structural features offer a
window into the basic growth processes of the skeleton and how
mechanical integrity can be maintained in a growing tissue with
no remodeling ability.

In this work, we use a combination of quantitative backscat-
tered electron imaging (qBEI) and instrumented nanoindentation
(NI) to investigate the structural-mechanical property relationship
in tesserae tissue (i.e. at the sub-building block level). We link
structural and mechanical information to growth through
examination of an age series of tesserae from Haller’s round stin-
gray, Urobatis halleri, the model species for most recent data on tes-
serae growth and structure. The mechanical properties of
tessellated cartilage have previously been studied both theoreti-
cally and empirically across a wide range of length scales (e.g.
[17–21]). However, the values for material properties reported
have varied wildly, from approximately one hundred megapascals
to several gigapascals for Young’s modulus (�1–20% of human
Haversian bone stiffness; [22]), suggesting unappreciated regional
variation and anisotropy of mechanical performance. To address
these apparent inconsistencies, we examine mineral density and
material properties as a function of animal age, ultrastructural fea-
ture, and sectioning plane to begin to understand the relevant axes
of variation in this system, to help frame future investigations and
sample preparation methodologies. We further incorporate our
ultrastructural and material-level mechanical data into finite ele-
ment analysis (FEA) models to establish a coherence between
observed intratesseral features, global tessellation behavior, and
the stress fields that evolve within tesserae during loading. These
data define key design features of tesserae, providing estimates
of their mechanical behavior and baseline inputs for future
mechanical models of tessellated cartilage at more macroscopic
levels and for biomimetic models of structured tiled arrays.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples

Tesserae from Urobatis halleri were investigated to allow com-
parison with existing high-resolution data on U. halleri skeletal
development and tesseral morphology [9,10,12,23–25]. Specimens
were donated from another study [26], collected by beach seine
from collection sites in San Diego and Seal Beach, California, USA.
Ontogenetic stages of the U. halleri specimens were inferred based
on the width of the animal’s body disc (DW), as in previous work
[27]. Specimens included in this study were estimated to be: one
late-stage (histotroph) embryo (6.0 cm DW), three sub-adults
(8.5, 11.0 and 14.0 cm DW) and three adults (19.0, 20.0 and
21.4 cm DW). Yolk sac embryos (DW < 6.0 cm) were excluded, as
the first appearance of tesserae was previously reported for U. hal-
leri with �6.0 cm DW [9,12]. Animals were shipped on dry ice and
stored in a freezer at �20 �C until sample preparation. Specimens
were re-thawed in plastic bags in lukewarm water and their skele-
tal elements (pectoral bar cartilages) were carefully removed and
immediately processed for embedding.

Pectoral bars were bisected longitudinally, comparatively flat
regions were excised and trimmed down to tessellated strips
(�0.5 � 1.5 cm) with little uncalcified cartilage backing. This sam-
ple preparation technique ensured that tessellated strips from dif-
ferent animal specimens came from comparable regions of the
skeleton and that each tessellated strip, being from a flat region
of the skeleton, contained tesserae of roughly similar size and
shape [9,28]. The isolated tesseral layer was air-dried between
two Teflon plates, which kept the tesseral layer flat while



Fig. 1. Tessellated cartilage in the skeletons of elasmobranch fish (sharks, rays and relatives). (A–D) Micro-computed tomography (CT) of the skeleton of the study species
(Haller’s stingray, Urobatis halleri). (B–D) Skeletal elements (like the hyomandibula shown in B) are comprised of a core of unmineralized cartilage (uc) covered in a thin layer
of geometric, mineralized tiles called tesserae (T). In this study we sampled tesserae from the pectoral bar (white arrow in A). (E–H) The composite arrangement of
mineralized and unmineralized tissue in tessellated cartilage is evident in backscattered scanning electron microscope (BSE) images, where tesserae exhibit higher (brighter)
backscattered signal intensity and the unmineralized tissues exhibit a comparatively lower (darker) signal (for example the unmineralized matrix and cells housed in
intratesseral lacunae; la). Because of their thickened plate-like architecture, individual tesserae in U. halleri appear as (E) non-uniform, geometric tiles in ‘planar’ sections, and
(F) roughly rectangular in ‘vertical’ cross-sections (this sectioning terminology is used throughout the current study). The dashed line indicates the border between the cap
and body zones within U. halleri tesserae. (G–H) In higher magnification images of (G) planar and (H) vertical sections of individual tesserae from adults, a high degree of local
variation of mineral density is visible, associated with specific structural features: lacunar spaces housing unmineralized matrix and cells (la) or filled (fla) with densely
mineralized material; Liesegang lines of varying mineral density parallel to tesseral mineralization fronts (lil) strictly found in the body zone of tesserae; and lamellated,
highly-mineralized ‘‘spokes” (sp) comprised of spoke laminae (spl) of oscillating mineral density (inset). (G) Spokes are associated with points of contact between abutting
tesserae (icz = intertesseral contact zone), whereas Liesegang lines are visible in interspoke regions (isp) flanking zones of fibrous connection between tesserae
(ifz = intertesseral fibrous zone), appearing as dark gaps in BSE. (E–G: animal disk width [DW] = 19 cm, F-H: DW = 21.4 cm). Images modified from [9,10].
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preventing sticking during drying. Dried samples were cut into
smaller pieces and placed in a custom-built poly-methyl methacry-
late (PMMA) holder, according to the desired sectioning orienta-
tion (vertical or planar sections; see below). Since tesserae are
typically six-sided [28] and wider than they are thick, they are
roughly hexagonal when sectioned in the plane of the tesseral
mat (planar sections) and rectangular in transverse cross-sections
of skeletal elements (vertical sections) (Fig. 1). Samples were
embedded in PMMA, cut in slices (300 ± 100 lm thick; Buehler Iso-
Met low speed saw) and mounted on a PMMA object slide using
double-faced adhesive tape. Sections were polished with alu-
minium oxide pads with descending grain size (Logitech PM5 Pre-
cision Lapping and Polishing Machine), and then with a soft
polishing plate with an aerosol diamond suspension (0.25 lm
grain size).

Urobatis tesserae are, depending on animal age, <500 mm in any
linear dimension and exhibit complex ultrastructural arrange-
ments [9,10,12], making it very difficult to target specific struc-
tures in sectioning. The central region of tesserae, for example, is
only �30 mm in each linear dimension [9]. Our sample preparation
technique, however, offered a post hoc method for locating specific
regions, in allowing sections of prescribed orientation (vertical or
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planar) through relatively planar tessellated layers containing tens
of tesserae. This ensured that each section contained multiple tes-
serae, although the sectioning plane passed through each in a
slightly different anatomical plane. Tesserae are structurally
heterogeneous, but often largely rotationally symmetrical about
their centers in planar sections (Fig. 1). Through light and electron
microscopy examination of sections from both sectioning orienta-
tions (vertical, planar), we used the distinct cell lacunae distribu-
tion patterns in tesserae as anatomical guides (Fig. 1) (see [9]),
locating individual tesserae that had been sectioned approximately
through their center regions. These tesserae were then used for
subsequent qBEI and nanoindentation experiments (see below).
Examinations of whole sections also allowed us to observe general
aspects of morphology, and to compare these with results of previ-
ous studies (e.g. [9,12]).

As only cutting planes through the central regions of tesserae
were considered comparable, sample sizes for each ontogenetic
stage varied due to the availability of appropriately-sectioned tes-
serae (Table S1). Only vertical sections were analysed for speci-
mens �11.0 cm DW, as tesserae were too thin for accurate planar
sections; for all other specimens, both vertical and planar sections
were prepared. Having both planar and vertical sections allowed
comparison of mineral density variation and mechanical aniso-
tropy in the two orientations.
Fig. 2. Characteristic mineral densities of intra-tesseral features in a representative
tessera. (A) BSE (non-qBEI) images of a vertical-sectioned tessera (21.4 cm DW). For
each of the indicated structures/regions, four regions of interest (ROIs) of 10 pixels2

(�25 lm2) each were selected, and gray value/wt% Ca distributions calculated. (B)
Mineral density (wt% Ca) frequency distribution for all ROIs in (A). (C) Histograms,
average, standard deviation and range of the mineral densities (wt% Ca) for
structures/regions in A), with comparison to human bone and calcified cartilage
(Gupta et al., 2005). The conversion of the mineral content (wt% Ca) to tissue
density (g/cm3) is shown at the bottom. Plot characteristics: thin black line = 95%
confidence interval, larger black line = interquartile range (25–75 percentiles),
white dot = median. See Supplemental Table 1 for values in tabular format.
2.2. Quantitative backscattered electron imaging (qBEI)

2.2.1. Experimental design
Quantitative backscattered electron imaging (qBEI) was per-

formed on the polished and carbon coated sample blocks to deter-
mine the local calcium (Ca) content of the mineralized tissue.
Previous energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analyses of tesserae
have demonstrated that grayscale variation observed in BSEM can
be attributed purely to changes in mineral density and not elemen-
tal composition [9]. We used a field emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM, Supra40 Zeiss, Oberkochen) operated in the
backscattered electron mode with 20 keV acceleration voltage at
10 mm working distance, generating a specimen current of
approximately 300 pA. As the intensity of backscattered electrons
is proportional to the average atomic number of queried regions
on the sample surface, after the calibration routine, the local Ca
concentration of the sample can be calculated based on the local
gray values in the images. We used carbon (Z = 6) and aluminum
(Z = 13) calibration standards and set the gray values of these ele-
ments to 25 and 225 respectively. Under careful control of the sys-
tem stability, images of tesserae were obtained with a pixel
resolution of 0.5 mm. qBEI is an established method for the quan-
tification of the Ca concentration in human and animal bone
[29,30]; more information on the calibration routine and the vali-
dation of this method with energy dispersive X-ray analysis can be
found in [31,32].

Previous methodology was optimized for bone rather than min-
eralized cartilage [32] and so required modification in order to
account for the large number of sulfated proteoglycans in cartilage
organic matrix. We found the gray value of non-mineralized carti-
lage (28.4 ± 3.8) to be higher than that of human osteoid (25 ± 2.7;
[33]) and used this as the non-mineralized baseline value (0 wt%
Ca). Additional calibration conditions were unchanged, resulting
in the following relationship for the conversion from gray value
to Ca content for tesserae:

wt%Ca ¼ 0:1757 � GV� 4:9894 ð1Þ
Image pixels and gray values were converted to microns and wt

% Ca, respectively, according to the relationships stated above. All
wt% Ca measurements and statistics were performed on original
(unaltered) qBEI images; the brightness and contrast of the BSE
images in figures (e.g. Figs. 1–7, 9), however, have been adjusted
to enhance structural features of interest (e.g. spokes).

2.2.2. Mineral density as a function of age and location/anatomical
feature

To examine mineral content as a function of location, the min-
eral content of specific features were investigated using a custom-
built Python script. Selective area analyses were performed on a
vertical section of a single adult tessera (21.4 cm DW) in five
anatomical regions (center, chondral, perichondral, margin and
spokes), sampling four sites of 4.98 � 4.98 mm2 (10 � 10-pixel,
�25 lm2) (Fig. 2). Sampling sites 1–4 were pooled (400 pixels =
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�100 lm2) yielding the wt% Ca value for each region in the tessera
section.

Tesserae are believed to grow by the accretion of mineralized
tissue at their margins and therefore tesserae from older animals
are larger than those from younger animals [9,12]. As a result, only
the central regions of tesserae from different ontogenetic stages
are directly comparable, with the margins of tesserae representing
the growth fronts (regardless of age). To examine mineral density
at different growth stages, we compared the results of selective
area analyses from two representative tesserae regions —the cen-
ter and margin— from one vertical-sectioned tessera for each of
the examined ages (Table S1). For the 6 cm DW animal, tesserae
were too small to distinguish between center and margin (Fig. 3A).

To validate the above method for investigating mineral content
as a function of location, images were processed with a custom
macro for Fiji (ImageJ v1.50b, NIH) as follows: (i) thresholding, to
separate background and cracks from the mineralized tissue, (ii)
erosion of 2 pixels from the margin of the mineralized tissue selec-
tion in order to exclude edge effects, (iii) reduction of the resolu-
tion to 2.5 mm pixel size to exclude partially filled pixels from the
evaluation, (iv) determination of each pixel’s gray value and posi-
tion with respect to the tesseral center (the calculated center of
mass of all non-background pixels), (v) exporting the data as a
function of an angular vector (azimuthal direction) and linear
radial distance. Datasets typically contained large numbers of pix-
els (between 5000 and 20,000), and so data were visualized by
plotting mineral content in point density plots as a function of azi-
muthal direction or radial distance using SigmaPlot (Fig. 4). This
approach illustrated the locational probability of certain mineral
densities and so allowed examination of the relationship between
mineral content and location within a tessera. The angular vector
provided a means of comparison of regions arrayed in different azi-
muthal directions around the center, allowing comparison of spoke
and interspoke regions in planar sections (Fig. 4A) and comparison
of perichondral, chondral and lateral (joint-associated) regions in
vertical sections. In contrast, the radial distance variable permitted,
for example, comparison of mineral content at tesseral centers
(distance = 0) and margins (distance = maximum) (Fig. 4B).
Fig. 3. Mineral density variation during tesserae development. (A–G) BSE (non-qBEI) ima
halleri (ranging from 6 to 21.4 cm DW). Note, adjacent tesserae have been removed from t
a function of animal age (characterized by DW), for (H) center and (I) margin regions, as i
from the ‘center’ as animals age (i.e. as tesserae increase in size). Over ontogeny, the c
margin, where new material is deposited, exhibits a consistently lower mineral density
2.2.3. Spoke mineral content and periodicity
We performed an initial examination of the organization of

spokes from a subset of 19 ‘spoke-pairs’ (spokes from adjacent tes-
serae, abutting at contact zones; Fig. 5, Table S1) from planar sec-
tions of tesserae from three individuals (14.0, 19.0 and 20.0 cm
DW). Intertesseral contact regions were chosen with prominent
spokes. Spoke-pair images were rotated so that the laminae and
the joint space were vertical in the image and then cropped to
include spoked regions of roughly similar size from the tesserae
on the left and right sides of the joint space (�5 mm tall � 20–
40 mm wide). By performing these cropping and reorienting steps,
the spoke laminae were largely parallel and vertically-oriented.
Cropped images were analyzed with a customMATLAB script, plot-
ting for each row of pixels in an image the mineral content vs. dis-
tance from the joint space, coaligning all curves at their first
mineral content peak (the local maximum closest to the joint
space). The script averaged all generated by-row linescans to pro-
duce average plots for mineral content variation as a function of
distance, for both ‘left’ and ‘right’ tesserae. Left and right curves
were then coaligned at their first mineral content peaks and visu-
ally compared for symmetry. Although spokes and their laminae
were clearly visible in qBEI images (e.g. Fig. 1E, H), the field of view
required to visualize whole tesserae for other portions of this study
precluded examination of the fine ultrastructural details of spokes
at their relevant resolutions (e.g. at pixel dimensions of <0.5 lm).
Our spoke analysis therefore greatly simplifies the actual mineral
density variation in spokes, but creates an average linear transect
of a small area around the joint, allowing a first approximation of
spoke architecture.

2.3. Nanoindentation

To probe the correlation between local mineral density and
mechanical properties, nanoindentation was performed on the
same fine-polished samples that had been previously imaged with
qBEI, allowing direct comparison of the mechanical properties and
mineral density in specific locations. Similar approaches have been
used in the past to map mineral content and mechanical properties
ges of vertical sections of representative individual tesserae from an age series of U.
hese images. (H–I) Violin plots (mirrored histograms) of mineral density (wt% Ca) as
ndicated in Fig. 2A (plot characteristics as in Fig. 2). Note that the ‘margin’ is further
enter increases in mineral density to a threshold level (�31 wt% Ca), whereas the
(see Fig. 2C). See Supplemental Table 1 for by-age descriptive statistics.



Fig. 4. Spatial variation of mineral density within tesserae. Scatter density plots of mineral density (wt% Ca) as a function of (A) azimuthal angle and (B) the radial distance
from the center of a single adult tessera (19 cm DW). Tesserae icons (non-qBEI BSE images) in the middle of the figure depict the method of analysis performed in panels A
and B, with the color scale representing pixel density/probability (i.e. for a given x-axis value, the probabilities of all y-axis values sum to 1.0 = 100%). (A) In planar sections,
the alternating pattern of spoke regions (labeled ‘sp’) and interspoke regions (labeled ‘isp’) is evident from the oscillating sequence of higher mineral density and lower
mineral density peaks in the angular vector analysis. (B) Spokes (regions >�32 wt% Ca) often showed little change in mineral density with distance from the tesseral center. In
contrast, non-spoke regions (<�32 wt% Ca) showed decreasing mineral density with radial distance. Overlaid red lines indicate the average linear trends for spoke and non-
spoke regions for 17 tesserae (9 vertical-sectioned and 8 planar-sectioned tesserae). The trend for non-spoke regions is consistent for tesserae of all ages, indicating that
newly-deposited (more peripheral) tissue is typically lower in mineral density. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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in human bone and calcified cartilage [34,35]. The mechanical data
were first filtered to remove data points within and close to struc-
tural defects, such as lacunar pores or other gaps in the tissue. To
correlate between high-resolution mineral density (qBEI) and
mechanical data (nanoindentation) over cross-sections of whole
tesserae, it was necessary to use dehydrated, PMMA-embedded
and polished specimens. While dehydration tends to increase the
measured indentation modulus and hardness relative to hydrated
tissues, the trends we report for mineral-density dependent
mechanical properties are likely similar between hydrated and
dried states. Additionally, the very high mineral densities we
report (see below) argue that most tissue regions are likely to be
less susceptible to dehydration artifacts [36,37].

Load-controlled nanoindentation was performed on polished
planar and vertical sections using a Berkovich diamond probe tip
(trigonal pyramid, semi-angle = 65.3�, radius <100 nm) on a Hysi-
tron TriboIndenter (Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). The
piezoelectric transducer was first allowed to equilibrate for 105 s
(the last 45 s with digital feedback) and another 40 s for calculating
drift automatically prior to each indent. Typical load functions
included loading (10 s), holding (20 s), and unloading (10 s). The
maximum load was 2 mN for nanoindentation mapping measure-
ments. The standard Oliver-Pharr (O-P) methodology was used to
quantify the Young’s modulus (E) and hardness (H) of tesseral tis-
sue [38], using the Poisson’s ratio (0.07) and Young’s modulus
(1140 GPa) for the diamond tip and Poisson’s ratio commonly used
for bone (m = 0.3; [39]), as the Poisson’s ratio of tesserae is
unknown. The probe tip area function (the projected area of the
indentation tip as a function of the contact depth) and the frame
compliance were calibrated prior to each set of experiments using
a fused quartz sample.

Representative regions and landmarks were located on samples
using an optical microscope installed on the indentation instru-
ment. These landmarks were used to guide the positioning of
indentation arrays, with inter-indentation spacing ranging from
one to 10 lm. Two sets of experiments were conducted. The first
compared mechanical properties of tesserae at different stages of
growth, using polished vertical sections from animals at three
different ontogenetic stages (DW = 14, 19, and 21.4 cm; n = one
tessera per age). At younger stages of growth (i.e. <14 cm DW,
see Fig. 3), tesserae are small and very porous (i.e. cell lacunae con-
stitute a large proportion of their volume), making it difficult to
construct adequate indentation arrays on sample sections. Nanoin-
dentation was performed only in the central regions of the chosen
samples (Fig. 6), covering areas of 87.3 ± 25.2 mm2 (331 ± 97 indents
per sample). Results from preliminary indentation tests performed
in smaller regions on other polished samples were consistent with
the results reported below for larger indentation arrays.

Second, to investigate regional variation and anisotropic
mechanical properties of fully-formed tesserae, indentations were
performed on both planar and vertical polished tesserae cross sec-
tions from an adult animal (DW = 19 cm; n = one tessera per orien-
tation) (Fig. 7). The indentation arrays extended from the center of
the tessera to its lateral edge, including the spoke regions at the
intertesseral joint, covering an area of approximately 16,819 mm2

for the planar section (130 � 130 mm array; 2800 indents) and
14,400 mm2 for the vertical section (120 � 120 mm array; 961
indents).

To correlate mineral density (from qBEI data) with mechanical
properties (from instrumented nanoindentation), qBEI images
were first manually aligned with the indentation arrays using cor-
responding optical images. After alignment, the qBEI images (pixel
size = 0.5 lm) were downsampled to match the larger spacing of
nanoindentation arrays (�2 lm). In this way, mineral density
(qBEI) and modulus/hardness (nanoindentation) could be corre-
lated on a by-pixel basis. The image downsampling method is dis-
cussed in Fig. S1.

2.4. Statistical methods

Descriptive statistics (e.g. data range, mean, median, standard
deviation) were tabulated for all data distributions resulting from
qBEI and nanoindentation experiments (Figs. 2 and 3; Table S2).
Locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS) trendlines from
the Matplotlib library [40] were used to help visualize
relationships between mineral content and distance from the tess-
eral center (Fig. 4). The connections between disc width (maturity
stage) and tesseral mineral content were explored by plotting wt%



Fig. 5. Oscillating mineral density and pattern correspondence of spoke laminae.
(A) BSE (non-qBEI) image of a planar section of several abutting tesserae, showing
the high-mineral density, lamellated pattern of spokes associated with intertesseral
joints. Spoke laminae are predominantly parallel to the tesseral edge at the
intertesseral contact zone and are believed to represent former surfaces of contact
between tesserae. (B) In abutting tesserae, laminae an equal distance from the
shared contact region often show remarkable similarity of pattern: the bottom
image is a copy of the top image (the boxed region in A), mirrored and flipped
horizontally, to illustrate the correspondence between right and left spokes in this
image. (C) Average line scans of mineral density (wt% Ca) as a function of distance
from the intertesseral joint, overlaid for left and right spokes and aligned by the first
mineral density peak adjacent to the tesseral edge. Oscillation patterns for more
recent laminae (closer to the contact surface) mirror each other more closely. Gray
lines are individual linescans for the right spoke, red and blue lines are linescan
averages for the right and left spokes, respectively. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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Ca frequency distributions (e.g. Fig. S2) for each examined tessera
(n = 18; Table S1). The distributions were fit and deconvoluted into
a high and low mineral density peak (see Results) using an interac-
tive peak-fitting function in MATLAB [36] and the mean and stan-
dard deviation of each peak position were calculated. In the
mineral density analysis of spokes, mineral content peaks were
located using the findpeaks function in MATLAB and used to calcu-
late mineral content maxima, minima and periodicity (a proxy for
lamina width) for the averaged curves (Fig. 5). The values for inter-
peak distance and all mineral content peaks/troughs were pooled
for all spoke images (n = 19, �15–25 peaks per tessera per dataset)
and the mean and standard deviation calculated, as well as the
absolute maximum and minimum mineral densities observed
across all datasets.

Linear modeling approaches were used to quantitatively assess
perceived trends in the data and to answer specific questions of
interest. To compare mineral densities among regions in an adult
tessera (21.4 cm DW; Fig. 2), confidence intervals were calculated
around mean percent weight of calcium estimates from each tes-
serae region (center, chondral, perichondral, margin, spokes, filled
lacunae) to evaluate precision, and a Levene’s test was conducted
to evaluate equality of variances. A one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
HSD post hoc test then was used to determine if average mineral
density differed significantly among tesserae regions and to pin-
point specific pairwise regional density differences. To explain
the relationship between center regions and margin regions
throughout ontogeny (Fig. 3), different curvilinear fits were
attempted. Multiple regression was used to evaluate the relation-
ship between mineral density (wt% Ca) and material properties
(hardness, modulus) across a size range (DW = 14.0, 19.0,
21.4 cm) (Fig. 6). A multiple regression approach also was used
to determine if the relationship between mineral density and
material properties differed based on sectioning orientation
(vertical, planar), presence (>32% wt Ca) or absence (<32% wt Ca)
of spokes, and a combination of these factors (Figs. 7 and 8). For
all comparisons an alpha value of <0.05 was used to indicate
significance of test statistics.

2.5. Finite element analysis

In order to relate the observed local mineral density and mate-
rial property heterogeneities to global mechanical properties in
adult U. halleri tesserae, a 2D tesserae assembly was modeled using
commercial Finite Element software (ABAQUS/Standard), incorpo-
rating structural, geometric and mechanical data from tesserae
from the current work and previous studies [9,11,41].

A comparison of the qBEI images of the biological tissue in
Fig. 9A–C and our abstracted model is shown in Fig. 9D–F. Our sim-
ulated tesserae were approximated as hexagonal tiles, since it is
common for tesserae to have six sides/neighbors [28]. Tiles were
modeled with internal radiations mimicking spokes, semicircular
cut-outs at tesseral vertices to mimic pores, and cut-outs in the
middle of each side to represent the concave regions filled with
fibrous material in the biological tessellation (Fig. 9F) [9,11]. This
geometry resulted in the modeled tessera having �40% of its
perimeter in contact with adjacent tesserae. This is in keeping with
structural analyses in the current study and a previous examina-
tion of tesserae ultrastructure [9], which showed no soft connect-
ing tissue (fibrous material) between tesserae at contact regions.
To efficiently model the effects of a larger tiled array (Fig. 9D)
and connections between tesserae, we considered a small modeled
subunit (representative volume element, RVE) that could be
repeated to capture the behavior of an infinite tiling. The rectangu-
lar RVE (Fig. 9H; see below) contained two complete tesserae (to
capture the interaction effects of two tesserae under compression)
and several partial neighbors (RVE height = 519.6 mm) that, when
tiled, would create a hexagonal array. Periodic boundary condi-
tions (PBCs) were applied to the top, bottom, left and right sides
of the array.

Three distinct regions in the tesserae model — representing
spoke, non-spoke regions, and joints — were assigned different
material properties, in order to approximate the composite nature
of the system. Spoke and non-spoke regions were modeled as lin-
ear, isotropic elastic materials with Young’s moduli of ES = 30 GPa
and ENS = 20 GPa, respectively (based on data from the current
study) and a Poisson’s ratio of t = 0.3. Joint regions were assigned



Fig. 6. Mineral density and material property correlation of the tesseral center during development. (A–C) BSE (non-qBEI) images of vertically cross-sectioned tesserae at
three different growth stages, indicated by their disc width (DW). The rectangular boxes in the central regions indicate the ROIs for indentation measurements. (D)
indentation modulus and (E) hardness as a function of gray value and wt% calcium for the three tesseral center ROIs shown in (A–C). Crosses indicate the average and standard
deviation of each tessera. The material properties correlate positively with wt% calcium content, but with indentation modulus increasing more rapidly than hardness
with age.

Fig. 7. Nanoindentation-derived micromechanical properties of tesserae in different section planes. (A-B) BSE (non-qBEI) image of a vertical section of a representative
tessera; indentation region (yellow box) magnified in (B). Corresponding (C) indentation modulus, E, and (D) hardness, H, maps of the same area shown in (B). (E) BSE (non-
qBEI) image of a planar section of a representative tessera; indentation region (yellow box) magnified in (F). Corresponding (G) indentation modulus, E, and (H) hardness, H,
maps of the same area shown in (F). Spokes show significantly higher indentation moduli compared to other tesseral regions in both vertical and planar sections. Arrows
indicate structural defects (red arrows = subsurface lacunae, yellow arrow = crack) or natural openings in the sample surface (white arrow = lacunar space). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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orientation-dependent material properties, as these areas are filled
with linearly arrayed collagen in the biological system. The joint
fibers are hypothesized to be considerably stiffer in tension than
compression [9,42,43], which should result in different elastic
behavior of this tessellated structure under uniaxial compression
and tension. For joints, we used the user subroutine UMAT to
implement the bimodular material with a tensile Young’s modulus
of EJ-t = 0.6 GPa (similar to that of tendon; [41]) and a negligible
compressive Young’s modulus (EJ-c = 0 GPa). Contact regions
between tesserae were modeled as frictionless interfaces, which
can pull apart under tension (Fig. 9H) and come into contact under
compression, following collapse of the narrow (0.5 mm) joint gap
between tesserae (Fig. 9I).

We simulated tension and compression within the plane of the
tesseral mat using a prescribed displacement loading along the
y-direction (i.e. in the vertical direction in the Fig. 9). Displacement
and force loading are equivalent in this study. The in vivo loads
experienced by tesserae are not known and displacement is easier
to apply and more controllable in the simulation. Simulations were
stopped at a maximum compressive strain of 1.25% and tensile



Fig. 8. Effects of orientation and mineral density on tesserae nanomechanical properties. (A) Indentation modulus and (B) hardness as a function of BSE gray value and
mineral density (wt% Ca) for both vertical and planar cross-sections (blue and red data, respectively). A BSE gray value of 210, corresponding to wt% calcium of �32, was
selected to differentiate spoke and non-spoke region (light and dark gray background, respectively). Frequency distributions and Gaussian fits of indentation modulus and
hardness data are shown in the right panels of (A) and (B), respectively, for spoke (dashed line) and non-spoke (solid line) regions. In both sectioning planes, spokes exhibit
higher material properties (indentation modulus and hardness) in comparison to non-spoke regions. Tesseral tissue is both stiffer and harder in vertical sections; indentation
modulus, however, showed a greater overall degree of anisotropy than hardness (i.e. difference between vertical and planar Gaussian peak positions). Spoke regions showed a
larger degree of anisotropy of material properties than non-spoke regions, for both indentation modulus and hardness. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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strain of 1.73%, corresponding to applied displacements of 6.5 lm
and 9 lm, respectively. These maximum strain/displacement lim-
its corresponded to when the tesserae came into contact under
compression and when joint elements began to distort excessively
in tension.

3. Results

3.1. Quantitative backscattered electron imaging (qBEI)

3.1.1. General changes in structure across ontogeny
Our ultrastructural observations in U. halleri tesserae samples

during sample preparation and experiments were consistent with
previous works [9,12]. Tesserae in older animals were both wider
and thicker (Figs. 2 and 3). In late-stage (histotroph) embryos
(DW: �6 cm), tesserae were isolated mineral globules within the
unmineralized cartilage, �20–50 lm wide and separated from
one another by �50 lm gaps (unmineralized cartilage) (Fig. 3A).
The typically-described adult tesseral morphology (i.e. polygonal
blocks of mineralized tissue) first appeared at disc widths
�8.5 cm (young sub-adult stage). At this disc width, each individ-
ual tessera exhibited uniformly distributed cell lacunae (ovoid gaps
in the mineralized tissue housing cells and unmineralized carti-
lage; [9,11]). Tesserae continued to increase in size with age, even-
tually coming into contact with one another (in our samples, in the
8.5 cm DW samples) and developing wide, flat contact zones.
Spokes also first appeared in animals of this disc width, always
associated with the points of contact between tesserae (intertess-
eral contact zones, Figs. 1E and 5) [9]. As a result, this disc width
represents the establishment of the clear morphological dichotomy
between the spoke regions (which lack cells) and the lacunae-rich
interspoke regions that intervene between spokes. In animals older
than this (i.e. with larger disc widths), it was more common to see
micropetrotic lacunae (lacunae, typically restricted to the central
portions of tesserae, filled with material of high mineral density,
brighter than the surrounding tesseral tissue in backscattered elec-
tron images) [25] (Figs. 1H, 2).
3.1.2. General changes in mineral density across ontogeny
Overall, tesserae exhibited a relatively consistent range of min-

eral densities (wt% Ca), regardless of ontogenetic stage or vertical/-
planar sectioning orientation (10th to 90th percentiles: wt% Ca
28.26 ± 0.63 to 33.38 ± 0.73). In all examined tesserae, frequency
distributions for mineral density exhibited a large lower calcium
content peak with a ‘shoulder’ at higher calcium contents (Figs. 2,
S2). Distributions were therefore best approximated by two over-
lapping Gaussian curves (r2 > 0.99), with the two deconvoluted
mineral density distributions having primary and secondary peaks
at wt% Ca 29.85 ± 0.71 and 32.57 ± 1.08, respectively.

3.1.3. Mineral density variation among structural features
Individual structural features and regions in tesserae exhibited

diagnostic mineral densities, with our selective area analysis
(Figs. 2 and 3) and linear radial analysis (Fig. 4) methods providing
similar results. In the examined adult tessera (Fig. 2), average min-
eral densities of perichondral, chondral and margin regions (mean
wt% Ca: 28.5–29.3) were significantly lower than those of the other
regions (F = 87.2, P < 0.001; Tukey’s HSD, P < 0.05). Spokes (mean
wt% Ca: 34.2) and filled lacunae (mean wt% Ca: 34.3) had the great-
est average mineral densities (Tukey’s HSD, P < 0.05) (Figs. 2–5 and
Table S2), the spokes being obvious as periodic peaks in our angu-
lar analyses of mineral density (Fig. 4A). The average mineral den-
sity of the center region (excluding tissue within�1 mm of lacunae)
grouped alone as an intermediate condition (mean wt% Ca: 31.4).
As a result, in the examined adult tessera, moving from the center
of the tessera to the margin in the interspoke region, the mineral
density decreased by �13% (Figs. 2, 4).

3.1.4. Mineral density variation in tesserae center and margins across
ontogeny

Mineral density (wt% Ca) of both center and margin regions
changed with animal size, the mineral density of the center region
increasing with ontogeny and the reverse trend being evident for
the margin (Fig. 3H, I). The mean mineral density in the tessera
center was lowest in the smallest animal (6.0 cm DW: 26.1 wt%



Fig. 9. Mechanical properties of a bio-inspired tessellated assembly. (A–C) BSE (non-qBEI) images of increasing magnification of planar-sectioned tesserae, showing
heterogeneous mineralization patterns and highly mineralized spokes, with tesserae manually outlined. Red and yellow segments indicate intertesseral contact (icz) and
fibrous (ifz) zones, respectively. Note the spoke region (t1) flanking the contact zone (icz) zone and the interspoke region (t2) flanking the fibrous zone (ifz) in (C). (D–F) 2D
tesserae models used in FEA simulations, modeled with high and low moduli regions based on nanoindentation data: light (t1 = 30 GPa) and dark gray (t2 = 20 GPa) regions,
respectively. Joint material between tesserae modeled as a bimodular material with a tensile modulus of 0.6 GPa, but negligible compressive modulus (0 GPa). (G)
Engineering stress-strain curve of the FEA tesserae assembly in tensile and compression loading conditions. Contours of the tesserae assembly in (H) compression at e = �0.5%
and (I) tension at e = 1.54%, respectively, for (1) von Mises stress (equivalent stress related to the principal stress, used to predict yielding of material under multi-facial
loading conditions), (2) S22 and (3) E22 (normal stress and strain, respectively, along the vertical y-direction) and (4) S12 (shear stress in the x-y plane). White arrows
indicate contact zones at intertesseral joints perpendicular to the loading axis, asterisks indicate spokes. Tesserae collide when the model is loaded in compression, but pull
apart in tension, causing the asymmetry of the tension-compression slopes in (G). In compression, high stresses occurred in spokes, whereas in tension, high stresses occurred
particularly at icz-ifz interfaces (Mises) and high deformation/strain occurred primarily in the fibrous tissue of the joint. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Ca), with larger, older animals exhibiting somewhat variable, but
consistently higher mean mineral densities between 29.4 and
31.7 wt% Ca (range: 28.7–34.4 wt% Ca). In contrast, the average
mineral density in the margin of tesserae appeared to decrease
with animal size from 8.5 to 14 cm DW (from 32.1 to 28 wt% Ca),
with all animals with DW �14 cm exhibiting similar mean mineral
densities in the margin (�28 wt% Ca) (Table S2).
3.1.5. Spoke structural and mineral density variation
Spokes exhibited on average maximum and minimum mineral

densities of wt% Ca 33.4 ± 1.5 and 31.58 ± 1.9, and absolute maxi-
mum and minimum mineral densities of wt% Ca 39.21 and 21.21,
corresponding respectively to their brighter and darker laminae
[9]. Pairs of laminae (consecutive bright-dark layers) were on aver-
age 2.52 ± 1.0 mm thick, as determined from the average peak peri-
odicity in line scan analyses. Spokes had complicated gross
morphologies, but were typically somewhat triangular in form
(in both sectioning orientations), tapering from the intertesseral
contact zones toward the tesseral center (e.g. Figs. 1, 3, 5). Within
spokes, laminae were often not perfectly straight in cross-section,
rather often wavy or crinkled in their morphology (Figs. 1E–H;
5). As a result, capturing corresponding spoke regions from oppos-
ing tesserae was difficult in 2D sections. Regardless, spokes from
opposing tesserae often showed impressive degrees of correspon-
dence in their laminar patterns, particularly within 10–20 mm of
the contact zone (Fig. 5).
3.2. Nanoindentation: mechanical heterogeneity within tesserae

Pairwise comparisons of modeled indentation data indicated
that the relationship between material properties and mineral
density varied across ontogeny (DW14.0, 19.0: t = 3.70, P < 0.001;
DW14.0, 21.4: t = 4.95, P < 0.001; DW19.0, 21.4: t = �3.13, P = 0.002).
Modulus was a highly significant explanatory variable for mineral
density (wt% Ca) in all three specimens (P < 0.001 for each speci-
men), with modulus increasing with animal size for any given
wt% Ca value (Figs. 6–8). A significant positive relationship
between %wt Ca and hardness was additionally found for the
largest individual (t = 3.48, P < 0.001).

The relationship between mineral density and material proper-
ties varied by sectioning orientation (vertical or planar) and
presence/absence of spokes, with values of modulus/hardness
varying nearly two- to three-fold (E: 20–35 GPa; H: 1.0–2.5 GPa)
and spokes generally exhibiting the highest modulus/hardness
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values. An appreciable mechanical anisotropy was observed in tes-
serae material properties between the two sectioning orientations
for both spoke and non-spoke regions (Fig. 8), with indentation
modulus/hardness generally higher in the vertical orientation as
compared to planar orientation. The indentation moduli of spokes
differed the most between the two orientations (35.1 ± 0.2 and
29.6 ± 0.1 GPa for vertical and planar orientations, respectively).
Non-spoke regions exhibited less difference between vertical and
planar orientations (27.6 ± 0.1 and 24.3 ± 0.1 GPa, respectively,
Fig. 8A). Similar trends were observed for hardness values,
although the differences between sectioning orientations were
smaller. For spoke regions, the hardness for vertical and planar ori-
entations were 2.07 ± 0.02 and 1.77 ± 0.01 GPa, respectively. For
non-spoke regions, the hardness for vertical and planar orienta-
tions were 1.41 ± 0.003 and 1.37 ± 0.004, respectively (Fig. 8B).

For vertical (t = 31.52, P < 0.001) and planar (t = 73.41,
P < 0.001) orientations, spoke and non-spoke regions had signifi-
cantly different relationships between material properties and
mineral density. In non-spoke regions in vertical sections, modulus
(t = 6.59, P < 0.001) and hardness (t = �2.54, P = 0.011) both
increased significantly with increasing wt% Ca. In contrast, neither
variable was significant in explaining the relationship between
materials properties and mineral density for vertical regions with
spokes (modulus, t = 0.84, P = 0.401; hardness, t = 0.34, P = 0.735).
In planar sections in regions without spokes, modulus (t = 11.94;
P < 0.001) increased significantly with increasing wt% Ca but no
relationship between wt% Ca and hardness was indicated
(t = 0.72, P = 0.470). In contrast, modulus (t = �3.47, P < 0.001)
and hardness (t = 7.96, P < 0.001) both increased significantly with
increasing wt% Ca in planar sections in spoke regions. Significant
final models explained a small portion of the overall variability
in wt% Ca values (r2 = 0.10–0.20). The relationship between wt%
Ca and the combined effects of modulus and hardness differed sig-
nificantly between spoke (t = 5.99, P < 0.001) and non-spoke
(t = �6.73, P < 0.001) regions in vertical and planar sectioning
orientations.

Both wt% Ca and indentation maps were also useful for identi-
fying structural defects, whether natural (e.g. cell lacunae;
Fig. 7F, white arrows) or artifactual (e.g. drying cracks; Fig. 7F, yel-
low arrows), which caused significant variation in wt% Ca or
mechanical properties in their proximity (the �1–2 surrounding
pixels). In some regions, small pores in qBEI images correlated with
much larger zones of lower wt% Ca and mechanical properties
(Fig. 7B, F, red arrows). We believe these structural defects to be
evidence of cell lacunae lying just beneath the polished surface,
resulting in a halo of lower wt% Ca and mechanical properties sur-
rounding the small pore.

3.3. Finite element model integration of structure and mechanical
properties

The engineering stress-strain curve of the two-dimensional
Finite Element model demonstrated a strong tension/compression
asymmetry in the mechanical behavior of the tessellated array,
where the compressive stiffness (�10.5 GPa) was about three
times higher than tensile stiffness (�4 GPa). This asymmetry was
a function of the behavior of the intertesseral joint, which opened
under tensile loading as stresses were applied to fibers in the joint
space (ifz; Fig. 9C, F), but collapsed under compression loading
conditions, so that the surfaces of adjacent tesserae (icz; Fig. 9C,
F) made contact with each other. This can be observed from the
‘closed’ and ‘open’ joint spaces in compression and tension simula-
tions (Fig. 9H-1 and I-1 arrows).

The observed global tension/compression asymmetry and the
material heterogeneities in tesserae (derived from our nanoinden-
tation data and incorporated into the model) result in stress
heterogeneities within tesserae that differ with the applied loading
condition. Under compression, the spoke regions in line with the
loading direction (i.e. where spoke laminae and intertesseral con-
tact surfaces are perpendicular to the loading direction; Fig. 9H-1
asterisks) contribute to the majority of load bearing, whereas the
remaining intertesseral contact surfaces and fiber regions (i.e.
those not aligned with the loading direction) develop minimal
stresses (Fig. 9H-1). In contrast, when the tesserae assembly is
under tension, normal stress (S22) and von Mises stress (indicating
potential points of failure initiation) are developed radially in tes-
serae (i.e. not only in regions aligned with the loading direction).
These radial stresses are particularly evident in spoke regions,
where high stresses can be seen traveling from the fibrous joint
spaces toward the center of tesserae via the spokes (Fig. 9I-1). This
pattern is a function of the comparatively soft fibrous joints and
the diversity of joint contact surface angles relative to the loading
direction, both of which allow for sliding displacement of tesserae
relative to one another. The relative sliding also leads to the devel-
opment of local high strains (E22) at the edges of fiber regions in
both compression and tension cases, as shown in Fig. 9H-3 and I-
3, respectively, although the fiber zone contributes to the majority
of total strain in the tension condition (Fig. 9I-3). Furthermore, the
relative sliding leads to the development of shear stress at the
boundary between mineralized and fiber zones in both loading
conditions (Fig. 9H-4 and I-4). However, the stress level in the cen-
ter of each tessera remained close to zero (Fig. 9H-1 and I-1).
4. Discussion

Our analysis of local mineral density and material properties in
tesserae allows a first quantitative, tissue-level perspective into the
mechanics and growth of elasmobranch tessellated cartilage, and
comparison with other vertebrate calcified tissues, such as mam-
malian mineralized cartilage and bone. Although tesserae exhibit
a heterogenous mineral content (�22–40 wt% Ca), the majority of
tissue exhibits a mineral content higher than 27 wt% Ca. In com-
parison, bone and cartilage are typically below 24 and 27 wt% Ca,
respectively (Fig. 2) [35]. This higher degree of mineralization in
tesserae is also reflected in the micromechanical properties. The
range of values we observed in tesserae (indentation modulus:
�20–35 GPa; hardness: �1.0–2.0 GPa) overlaps with the range of
values reported for bone and calcified cartilage, yet exceeds the
maximum values of those tissues, which attain maximum indenta-
tion modulus and hardness of 25 GPa and 1.2 GPa, respectively, for
similarly prepared samples [35–37,44,45].

Additionally, our values for stiffness and hardness of dry tes-
serae are also at least an order of magnitude larger than those
reported for both wet- and dry-indented, non-sectioned shark
and ray tesserae examined in other studies [16,18]. Discrepancies
between our measurements and those of other studies are surely
partly a function of differences in tissue hydration due to sample
preparation (see Methods: Nanoindentation above). However, the
comparatively high mineral density of the examined tissues sug-
gests they would be less susceptible to the inflations of indentation
modulus and hardness that can accompany sample dehydration
[36,37]. More importantly, it is likely that the disagreement
between our values and those of previous works reflects the vari-
able properties of tessellated cartilage at its different levels of struc-
tural hierarchy (e.g. tesserae vs. the composite of tesserae and
unmineralized cartilage). For example, indentation measurements
by Ferrara and co-authors [18] to characterize white and bull shark
tesserae were performed using large conical/conospherical tips
(100 mm). As an indenter of that size would query a majority of a
tessera’s material, the reported values likely represent amalgams
of the properties of both mineralized and unmineralized tissues
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(i.e. mineralizedmaterial, but also tesseral joint fibers, and cells and
their surrounding unmineralized matrix). This is corroborated by
our FEA simulations of the mechanical behaviour of tessellated car-
tilage at the millimeter scale, which predict that the system’s com-
pressive stiffness will be �30–50% lower than the local stiffness of
tesserae, supporting also previous assertions that the soft tissue
joints and geometry of tiles (i.e. the arrangement of joints) will con-
tribute significantly to global tissue properties [42,43]. In contrast
to Ferrara and co-authors’ study [18], our indentation was per-
formed with a Berkovich tip with a far smaller tip radius
(�100 nm), with amuch shallower indentation depth (typical max-
imum indentation depth, �300 nm), on polished sample surfaces,
and with ultrastructural features used to guide indentation and
avoid non-mineralized tissues. Our data thus represent the first
representations of the local (~micron-scale) material properties of
mineralized tissue in tessellated cartilage.

Since available evidence indicates that tesserae grow by accre-
tion of new material at their margins [9,12], our investigations of
structural feature variation from center to edge provides useful
information regarding growth processes in tesserae. For example,
our results suggest that non-spoke and spoke regions accrete
newly mineralized tissue in different ways during growth. In
non-spoke regions (including the center, interspoke, chondral
and perichondral areas), newly deposited tissue exhibits compara-
tively low mineral density that appears to increase with time. This
is evidenced by the higher mineral densities of center regions —be-
lieved to be the oldest tissue in this non-remodeling/deposition-
only system [9]— relative to the mineralization fronts at the tess-
eral margins (Figs. 2–4). The difference in mineral content between
established and newly-deposited tissue is suggestive of a mineral-
ization process similar to bone, where younger osteons are identi-
fiable by their lower mineral densities [46–48].

In contrast, spokes exhibit a relatively consistent range of min-
eral densities along their lengths, although mineral density oscil-
lates locally from bright to dark spoke laminae (Fig. 5). The
factors driving the development of this alternating, laminated pat-
tern remain unclear (but see the mechanistic hypothesis in [9]);
our predictions of high stresses at the margins of tesserae
(Fig. 9), however, suggest that mechanical factors could play a role
in tissue deposition in these regions. The hardness of spokes is
>250% higher than values typically obtained for bone prepared
under similar conditions and therefore more similar to the hard-
ness of tooth enamel/enameloid [35,44]. High hardness in materi-
als indicates a high resistance to permanent deformation (i.e. a
high yield strength; [49]). In tesserae, these very hard features
may help reduce the possibility of local material failure in regions
of high local stress during skeletal compression. Additionally, Uro-
batis tesserae are anisotropic in their material properties, being on
average 13% and 19% stiffer and 3% and 17% harder in vertical than
in planar sections (non-spoke and spoke regions, respectively). This
anisotropy is not as extreme as the anisotropy of mammalian
osteonal bone properties, where axial stiffness may be twice that
of orthogonal orientations [50,51]. However, as in bone, anisotropy
of tesseral material is suggestive of preferred axes of loading and
growth. In particular, the higher stiffness and hardness in the ver-
tical section corresponds to higher mechanical properties within
the planar orientation of tesserae, consistent with expected loading
conditions for tesserae [19].

Our finite element models indicate that the highest compres-
sive tissue strains mainly reside in the spokes region. This suggests
that spokes act as stress sinks, concentrating compressive tissue
strains to bear the brunt of contact stress between tesserae,
thereby keeping potentially damaging loads from more sensitive
tissues (e.g. cells in the interspoke or central regions, Fig. 1; [9]).
In this way, spokes likely indicate the primary loading orientations
in tesserae, being localized to the regions that should receive the
highest compressive loads from tessera-tessera contact (e.g. when
the skeleton is loaded in compression). As all surfaces of tesserae
are apparently active growth fronts and therefore modifiable, this
would suggest that the in-plane mechanical properties of the tes-
sellation can be continually and locally adjusted, according to
changing loading conditions. Such responsiveness is also argued
by the variable shape and orientation of individual laminae within
a spoke (e.g. Figs. 1I, 5 and 7B), which might reflect the variability
of a tessera’s prior loading regimes. This is underlined by the strik-
ing correspondence of laminar pattern between opposing tesserae
(Fig. 5), which argues for a shared history of loading between abut-
ting surfaces. Detailed, three-dimensional analyses of these pat-
terns could thus provide deep insight into skeletal loading
history and growth.

The comparatively high mineral content and indentation mod-
ulus of tesserae suggest that the nanoscale structuring of the tissue
may differ in some respects between tesserae and mammalian
bone and mineralized cartilage. For example, for human calcified
cartilage, values up to 27 wt% Ca are reported, what is distinctly
lower than the average values we report for adult tesserae
(Fig. 2C) [35]. Furthermore, the average calcium content of whole
tesserae (�31 wt% Ca) translates to a tissue mineral content of
�77% dry weight or a mineral volume fraction of �0.62 (assuming
the densities of hydroxyapatite and dry cartilage organic matrix;
[35,52]). This mineral content is considerably higher than the min-
eral volume fractions of mammalian bone and mineralized carti-
lage, which typically range from 0.35 to 0.40 and rarely exceed
0.50 [35,39]. The differences between elasmobranch and mam-
malian mineralized tissues are further underlined by examining
our results in the context explored by Gupta and co-authors [35],
where volume mineral fraction and modulus from human patellar
calcified cartilage were compared with mineral crystal aspect
ratios (q) predicted from a staggered model for mineral packing
in an organic matrix (Fig. 10). Although the mineral is apatitic in
both tesserae and human articular calcified cartilage [24,25,53],
tesseral tissue populates a region of the mineral content-
modulus graph that is largely unexplored by human articular cal-
cified cartilage, although the model predicts both tesseral and
human calcified cartilage crystals to largely exhibit the same
aspect ratio (q = 10). Tesseral crystals may therefore be of the same
shape as those of human calcified cartilage, yet a different size or in
a different packing arrangement in order to achieve the larger
observed mineral density and indentation modulus. Indeed, the
only reported data on the crystal size in tesserae suggests that
the crystallite domains are smaller and/or more disordered than
in (amniote) bone [24]. Tesseral tissue with very high mineral frac-
tions (>0.6) is predicted to comprise crystals of lower aspect ratio,
arguing that high mineral content features (e.g. center regions,
spokes) may possess distinct crystal structure. The fact that tess-
eral crystals do not sit perfectly along any one contour in the graph,
however, could also mean that the staggered model of organic-
mineral interactions is not suitable for tesserae.

The laminar structure and high local indentation modulus and
hardness values of spokes point to an efficient design and load-
bearing strategy in tessellated cartilage at multiple size scales.
The mineral content of tesserae suggests a comparatively high
overall tissue density for the mineralized portion of the skeleton
(�2.4–2.7 g/cm3, calculated assuming that the dry tissue comprises
mineral and organics; [52]). However, at a larger size scale,
hydrated pieces of shark and ray tessellated cartilage (i.e. including
both tesserae and unmineralized cartilage) are considerably less
dense (�1.2–1.4 g/cm3, reported in [54]; calculated also from [17]
using equations in [52] and assuming tissue water density of
saltwater, 1.03 g/cm3). The low density of the composite tessellated
cartilage tissue is surely a function of the very highwater content of
the unmineralized cartilage [17] and results in the tessellated carti-



Fig. 10. Modulus-mineral relationships of tesserae and human calcified cartilage. Mineral volume fraction (mvf, converted from wt% Ca; see text) and modulus (E)
relationships for human patellar calcified cartilage (Gupta et al., 2005) and tesserae (darker point cloud). The relationship between modulus and mvf is based on a staggered
model for mineral packing in an organic matrix, where the mineral crystals are characterized by the crystal aspect ratio (q). Tesserae mineral occupies a different region of the
mvf-E space, but follows a similar predicted crystal aspect ratio contour line to human calcified cartilage (except, perhaps, at high mvf values). Inset images isolate particular
datasets in the tessera point cloud, demonstrating the effect of age on the properties of the tesseral center (left) and the effect of sectioning plane (right). See Supplemental
Table 1 for regression data.
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lage being approximately 60–75% the density of other, more com-
pletely mineralized vertebrate skeletal tissues (e.g. adult mineral-
ized turkey tendon, antler, compact bone, enamel and dentine;
[32,54–57]). Mammalian bone tissue, for instance, independent of
aquatic or terrestrial habitat, typically exhibits a higher mass den-
sity (ca. 1.8–2.0 g/cm3) for approximately the same material stiff-
ness as tesserae (e.g. [31,39,55,57]). Our data therefore argue that
tessellated cartilage is particularlymechanically efficient as a verte-
brate skeletal tissue, combining low overall tissue density, with
high stiffness and high mineral density features occurring only in
those regions where stresses should be highest: at a larger size
scale, at the peripheries of skeletal elements (where tesserae are
located), and then more locally, at points of contact between tes-
serae (where spokes reinforce joints) (this study; [9,42,43]).

Our finite element simulations of bioinspired tesseral arrays,
incorporating ultrastructural features and mechanical properties
measured from Urobatis tesserae, capture the asymmetry in tensile
and compressive stiffness predicted by previous analytical models
(Fig. 7) [42,43]. The difference in tension and compression behavior
is largely a function of the way the fibrous joints between tesserae
were modeled, allowing tesserae to pull apart from one another
when the array is loaded in tension, but collide in compression.
In this way, under the different loading regimes, the location of
the highest stresses shifts to the tissues best able to manage them
(the tesserae in compression and the joint fibers in tension)
[42,43]. If this hypothesis is correct, the ability for the intertesseral
joint material to bear large tensile deformations would permit the
tessellation to maintain its structural integrity even under tension;
this is in contrast to bone, which is much weaker in tension than
compression, making the former a more dangerous loading regime
[39,45]. Furthermore, the intertesseral gaps should effectively sup-
press defect size if permanent tissue damage does occur, by
exhausting a crack’s energy in the soft tissue between tesserae,
ensuring that damage remains local rather than jumping between
tesserae. We conclude that, whereas bones of terrestrial animals
are preferentially optimized for bearing compressive loads from
body weight, the heterogeneous arrangement of soft and hard tis-
sues in tessellated cartilage is optimized for both tension and com-
pression, a successful strategy to avoid damage from loads more
relevant in an aquatic environment.
5. Conclusions

Our findings provide high-resolution, materials-level perspec-
tives on the growth and structure of shark and ray tessellated car-
tilage, demonstrating tesserae to be structurally-complex, while
suggesting they are also adaptable architectural subunits. Although
similar in composition to other mineralized vertebrate skeletal tis-
sues, tesserae exhibit mineral densities and tissue stiffnesses/hard-
nesses that exceed those of bone and mineralized cartilage. This
observation argues for a distinct nanoscale tissue organization
underlying their predicted high yield strength, in order to prevent
damage in the absence of repair mechanisms. We show that in
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tesserae, the highest mineral density tissues are employed spar-
ingly and efficiently tomanage the highest stresses and protect sen-
sitive tissue compartments (e.g. those occupied by cells) from
damaging strains. Our data also suggest that tesseral growth fronts
may allow regional tuning of mechanical properties in response to
changing local stresses from global loading regimes. These features
collectively allow tessellated cartilage to be a high-performing and
adjustable skeletal alternative to bone, despite the limitations of its
non-remodeling, cartilage base materials.
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